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PUBLIC NOTICE SIGN REQUIREMENTS
Section G.4.b.5 of the General Permit states that “Within 24 hours of filing an NOI (one to less
than three acres) or a Site Registration Application (three acres or more) with DWWM, all
projects shall display a sign for the duration of the construction project near the entrance of the
project or, for linear projects, at a location near an active part of the project that is accessible by
the public, which contains the following information using the template found in the instructions:
1) the registrant’s name or the name of a contact person along with a telephone number; 2) A
brief description of the project; 3) A statement indicating that the NOI or SWPPP as applicable,
has been filed with the DWWM; 4) The address and telephone number of the agency where the
NOI or SWPPP is maintained; and 5) That any person may obtain a copy of the NOI or SWPPP
by contacting the DWWM at (800)654-5227. The sign shall be a minimum of two feet by two
feet and at least three feet above ground level, clearly visible and legible from a public roadway
or right-of-way. If it is not feasible to display a sign at or near the project, the registrant, with
prior approval from the DWWM, may post a notice containing the foregoing information at a
local public building, including, but not limited to, a town hall or public library.”
A template for the sign is as follows:
The top part of the sign, down to the words “Application Date” shall be worded and formatted as
shown. Remaining text shall be filled in by the applicant (Date, Name of Registrant or Contact,
Project Description, and Phone) in the size and format shown. High contrast colors must be used.

For Info on NPDES
Stormwater Permit
To comment on Sediment Control Plan:

Call: 800-654-5227
or
DEP.Plan@wv.gov
DEP 601 57th Street SE, Charleston WV 25304

XX/XX/XX
Name of Project,
Project Description

Application date:

(area code) Tele. No.

The sign will be at least 24" x 24" with 1.6" and .8" letters.

